Computer Services Center

Policies and Guidelines
Introduction

- IIT Delhi provides all students with a modern, fully networked computing and IT environment for educational use.
- Users of IIT Delhi computing, networking, and IT facilities are expected to know the usage policies and abide by the rules.
- In case of complaints, appropriate action will be taken as decided by competent authorities.
- For any information, visit our official website at https://csc.iitd.ac.in/
IT Usage Policy

Students with authorized accounts may use the network, computing and IT facilities responsibly for academic & personal purposes, so long as such use:

A. Does not violate any law, policy, or IT act of the Government of India.
B. Does not interfere with the performance of IIT Delhi duties.
C. Does not result in commercial gain other than that allowed by IIT Delhi.
D. Respects other users' privacy.
E. Is ethical and appropriate.

Detail usage policy can be found at [here](#)
Rules

• Any attempt to gain unauthorized access to system services, resources, or information is forbidden.
• Sharing of passwords for any purpose whatsoever is strictly prohibited.
• Transferring copyrighted materials to or from IIT Delhi systems without the owner's consent is a violation of international law.
• Use of the Internet for commercial gain or profit is not allowed.
• Installation of unlicensed software on IIT Delhi facilities or individual machines connected to the IITD network is strictly prohibited.
• Abusive, profane or offensive language on the Internet or in e-mail is forbidden.
• Viewing or storing contents of a defamatory, discriminatory, harassing or pornographic nature is strictly disallowed.
Etiquettes

- Change password periodically and use password that cannot be easily guessed.
- Use only IITD email address for official communications.
- Connect to the official IITD WiFi network for wireless access. Setting up of unsecured WiFi systems on the IITD network is prohibited under the Government of India guidelines.
- Take proper care of equipments. Report any malfunction to the staff on duty or to the in-charge of the facility at the earliest.
- Playing Games in labs or using facilities for the same is not allowed.
- Users should not enable use of IITD resources by outsiders.
- Prevent and interdict misuse of IITD resources.
Information & Guidelines

- Policy can change as when considered appropriate.
- Account will be deactivated if not used for 3 months.
- Internet is accessible through proxy from wired network in Academic Area. Wired access is available through 802.1x authentication in the Hostels. For more information, visit https://csc.iitd.ac.in/services-network-iitd-proxy.php
- Emails can be accessed using various clients. For setup information, visit https://csc.iitd.ac.in/services-network-email-client-config.php
- Password can be changed from within IITD using following link: https://userm.iitd.ernet.in/usermanage/pwchange.html
- Detail privacy policy can be found here
- Detail network & monitoring policy can be found here